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Abstract. [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ (TAP = 1,4,5,8-tetraazaphenanthrene; dppz = dipyrido[3,2-a:2’,3’-c]phenazine) is known to
photo-oxidize guanine in DNA. Whether this oxidation proceeds by direct photo-electron transfer or by proton-coupled
electron transfer is still unknown. To help distinguish between these mechanisms, spectro-electrochemical experiments have
been carried out with [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ in acetonitrile. The UV/vis and mid-IR spectra obtained for the 1e‒ reduced product
were compared to those obtained by picosecond transient absorption and time-resolved infrared experiments of
[Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ bound to guanine-containing DNA. An interesting feature of the singly reduced species are electronic
transitions in the near-IR region (with λmax at 1970 and 2820 nm). Density functional and time-dependent density functional
theory simulations of the vibrational and electronic spectra of both [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+, the reduced complex
[Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+ and four isomers of [Ru(TAP)(TAPH)(dppz)]2+ (a possible product of proton-coupled electron transfer)
were performed. Significantly these predict absorption bands at λ > 1900 nm (attributed to a ligand-to-metal charge-transfer
transition) for [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+ but not for [Ru(TAP)(TAPH)(dppz)]2+. Both the UV/vis and mid-IR difference absorption
spectra of the electrochemically generated singly reduced species [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+ agree well with the transient absorption
and time-resolved infrared spectra previously determined for the transient species formed by photo-excitation of
[Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ intercalated in guanine-containing DNA. This suggests that the photochemical process in DNA proceeds
by photo-electron transfer and not by a proton-coupled electron transfer process involving formation of
[Ru(TAP)(TAPH)(dppz)]2+, as is proposed for the reaction with 5′-GMP. Additional infrared spectroelectrochemical
measurements and density functional calculations have also been carried out on the free TAP ligand. These show that the
TAP radical anion in acetonitrile also exhibits strong broad near-IR electronic absorption (λmax at 1750 and 2360 nm).

Introduction
The photosensitized oxidation of nucleic acids by metal complexes is attracting increasing attention in
part because it offers a possible route to targeted methods for new therapies and diagnostics.1-6 One group
of compounds which have been found to be particularly useful are ruthenium complexes containing two
or three 1,4,5,8-tetraazaphenanthrene (TAP) ligands, which not only may cause strand breaks in DNA but
also forms photo-adducts with guanine.7-10
Through luminescence and nanosecond flash photolysis studies it has been definitively shown that the
excited state of [Ru(TAP)2(L)]2+ (where L is a bidentate hetero-aromatic) is reduced by 5′-guanosine
monophosphate (5′-GMP).7, 10 However the products observed at neutral pH or below are the protonated
reduced species while the oxidized guanine is the guanine radical (equation 1). The presence of these
proton-transfer products is not unexpected as the pKa for [Ru(TAP)2(L)]+ compounds is generally greater
than 7.5 7, 10 and that for the GMP radical cation is 3.9,11 so that these species would be formed on the
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nanosecond time scale by protonation/deprotonation of the products formed by the direct photo-induced
electron transfer (PET) (equation 2).
[Ru(TAP)2(L)]2+*

+

G

→

[Ru(TAP)(TAPH•)(L)]2+ + G(- H)• (1)

[Ru(TAP)2(L)]2+*

+

G

→

[Ru(TAP)2(L)]+ + G•+

(2)

Nanosecond flash photolysis studies of [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ with 5′-GMP showed that there is a kinetic
isotope effect for both the forward (i.e. excited-state) reaction and the subsequent back reaction.12 and this
was tentatively proposed to be a result of proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET) within the solvent cage.
More recently a series of detailed photo-CIDNP (chemically induced dynamic nuclear polarization)
studies of the reduction of various [Ru(TAP)2(L)]2+ with 5′-GMP and other reducing biomolecules have
been reported by Kirsch-De Mesmaeker, Luhmer and coworkers.13-16 With 5′-GMP as quencher, strongly
enhanced absorption signals are found, predominantly for the 2,7-TAP protons (much weaker for the 3,6TAP protons and absent for the 9,10-TAP protons) (see Figure 1 for the numbering of atoms in TAP),
while a strong effect is also observed for the H8 of the GMP. This result is consistent with formation of
the reduced metal complex and the oxidized nucleotide in the solvent cage; the CIDNP signal arises
because of the competition between the back-electron transfer and the escape of the two radical species.
However, it is still not clear from these studies whether the proton-transfer products are formed by a
reaction within the solvent cage (i.e., PCET) or in the escape products of an initial PET process. Indeed,
this is often a general question for photosensitized electron transfer with nucleotides.
In the case of double-stranded DNA it is preferable to investigate such photoredox processes with
intercalators, as the geometry is then relatively well-defined.
We have therefore studied
[Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+, as such dppz complexes are well known to insert the dppz ligand between the basepairs of double-stranded DNA.17,18 This has been confirmed recently by crystallography.19-25 Photoinduced reactions sensitized by such complexes are conveniently monitored by transient visible
absorption (TA) and by time-resolved infra-red (TRIR) spectroscopy.25-30 Initial experiments, which were
carried out with racemic samples and double-stranded polydGdC, demonstrated modest isotope effects
for both the excited state and subsequent reverse reactions.26 This was interpreted as a possible PCET
process but in this case with the isotope effect being as a result of proton-transfer within the G-C base
pair, and not to formation of [Ru(TAP)(TAPH)(dppz)]2+ as expected for 5′-GMP.
[Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+* +

G-C

→

[Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+ + [G(-H)•... CH]+

(3)

To help clarify the mechanism at work for the nucleotide or guanine-containing DNAs we have recorded
the UV/vis, near-IR and mid-IR regions spectra of the reduced species [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+ after generating
it electrochemically in acetonitrile. The spectra of the reduced species obtained are also compared to
those simulated using density functional theory (DFT) and time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) methods for [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+ and several protonated isomers, [Ru(TAP)(TAPH•)(dppz)]2+.
Transient products arising from the interaction of the excited state with 5′-GMP are also investigated.
Finally, the spectro-electrochemical data are compared to those obtained by both TA and TRIR from
[Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ bound to an oligonucleotide, where the yield of electron transfer is particularly high.
Spectro-electrochemical methods are increasingly finding applications for understanding the
photophysical and photochemical behavior of ruthenium polypyridyl complexes which interact with
DNA.31
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Figure 1. A pictorial representation of [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ showing the TAP ring numbering system used and its
orientation relative to the other ligands

Results and Discussion

UV/vis Spectro-electrochemistry

In line with the literature data,12 [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ (2×10-3 M) in acetonitrile/Bu4NPF6 was found to
undergo two reversible one-electron reductions at -0.80 V and -0.98 V vs SCE. The corresponding thinlayer cyclic voltammogram (TL-CV) recorded in the course of the UV/vis monitoring of these cathodic
steps revealed a similar (160-200 mV) potential separation of the corresponding cathodic waves
(Supporting Information, Figure S1), The fully reversible nature of the initial one-electron reduction in
acetonitrile-d3/KPF6 was also confirmed by the corresponding TL-CV (Supporting Information, Figure
S2).
The initial reduction of [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ is accompanied by decreasing absorption of the parent
complex at 414 nm (with a low-energy shoulder at 449 nm) and the growth of new absorption of the
mono-cation [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+ at 451 nm (Figure 2 (a)); this band also features several shoulders tailing
to the lower energy region. Additionally, a new absorption band appears at 356 nm. This UV absorption
associated with the TAP ligand reduction continues to grow also during the second one-electron cathodic
step, being slightly shifted to 342 nm (Figure 2 (b)). The product of the two-electron reduction
[Ru(TAP)2(dppz)] absorbs strongly in the visible region with two bands showing maxima at 489 and 579
nm.
The reoxidation of the one-electron reduced species led to almost complete recovery of the parent
electronic absorption. This near perfect reversibility (and the small peak-to-peak separation) is strong
evidence that the process involves a simple one electron reduction. The reaction also proceeds without
observable decomposition., so that the formation of free TAP ligand is negligible. The reoxidation of the
two-electron reduction product, [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)], also proceeds without decomposition, although at
higher concentration (e.g. 5 mM) some precipitation of [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)] was observed.
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Figure 2. UV/vis spectro-electrochemistry within an OTTLE cell of (a) 2×10-3 M [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ in CH3CN/ 0.3 M
Bu4NPF6 showing spectral changes accompanying the reversible initial one-electron reduction to [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+ and (b) the
subsequent further one-electron reduction to form neutral [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)].

DFT calculations on the electronic spectra of [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ (1) and [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+.
DFT and TD-DFT methods were used to simulate the visible/near-IR spectra, of both [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+
and [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+. The band structure was obtained by placing Gaussian functions (3000 cm-1 width
at half height) at each of the vertical excitation energies to singlet excited states obtained in TD-DFT
calculations. The resulting spectrum of [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ is shown in Figure 3 (b), along with the
vertical excitation energies to singlet states and electron density difference maps for significant states.
The simulated spectrum is in excellent agreement with the experimental spectrum in acetonitrile solution
(Figure 3 (a)). The electron density difference maps were constructed by subtracting the electron density
of the ground state from that of selected excited states as indicated in the figure (orbital contributions for
the other states are given in the Supporting Information Table S1).
These calculations suggest that the longest wavelength absorptions at 457, 441, and 424 nm (21890,
22660, and 23560 cm-1) are principally Ru-to-TAP charge-transfer in character, while the feature close to
the observed maximum at 408 nm (calculated at 406 nm, 24,630 cm-1) has a greater Ru-to-dppz chargetransfer character. This is consistent with calculations reported previously32-35 and with resonance Raman
measurements.36
Given the success of the TD-DFT method in simulating the absorption spectrum of the dication, the same
procedure was used to model the UV/vis absorption spectrum of the singly reduced species,
[Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+ (Figure 3 (d) and Supporting Information Table S2). The electron spin density map
for this mono-cation shows that the unpaired spin is localized on both TAP ligands (see Figure 3 (c)).
Transitions in the visible region are predominantly Ru-to-TAP charge-transfer but with some Ru-to-dppz
character. Importantly, the calculations also predict transitions in the near IR (for instance at 3655 nm,
oscillator strength = 0.034 see Figure 3 (d)), which has substantial TAP-to-Ru charge-transfer character.

4

Figure 3. UV/vis/near-IR spectra; (a) experimental spectrum of [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ in acetonitrile accompanied by a
molecular model of the complex with the dppz ligand towards the left; (b) the simulated spectrum of [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ modelled
in acetonitrile with the individual vertical excitations (red vertical lines) along with selected electron density difference maps of
the main transitions. Red volumes indicate the regions of increased electron density in the excited state while blue regions are
those of reduced electron density; (c) composite experimental spectrum of [Ru(TAP) 2(dppz)]+ obtained by joining data obtained
from near IR and FTIR experiments in acetonitrile generated electrochemically with the spin density map showing the location of
the unpaired spin; (d) the simulated spectrum of [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+ in acetonitrile showing the electron density difference map of
the lowest-energy electronic transition.

Infrared Spectro-electrochemistry

The infrared spectrum of [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ in the finger print region is populated by several ligandbased vibrations. IR spectro-electrochemical experiments focused on the initial one-electron reduction of
[Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+, monitoring in the range 500-7000 cm-1. These were carried out in an OTTLE cell
(optical pathlength = 0.2 mm) at a concentration of 1 × 10-2 M with a supporting electrolyte solution of 2
× 10-1 M KPF6 in dry acetonitrile-d3. This experimental arrangement provided an IR spectral window
fully transparent in the desired range of 1600 to 1200 cm-1, which was also previously probed in the TRIR
experiments.37 The IR spectro-electrochemical reduction was also monitored in parallel with UV/vis
detection and the observed spectral changes were consistent with those depicted in Figure 2 (a). The IR
spectral changes in the fingerprint region accompanying the initial one-electron reduction step are
presented in Figure 4 (a) and Supporting Information Table S3. Reversible reoxidation on the reverse
scan is represented in the Figure S3 of the Supporting Information. The spectra exhibit clear isosbestic
points indicating a single process uncomplicated by side or subsequent reactions. A prominent absorption
feature of the reduced species is the broad band at 1455 cm-1. Similar results were obtained with solvent
containing ca. 3 × 10-1 M H2O.
5
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Figure 4. (a) IR spectro-electrochemistry of 1×10-2 M [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ in acetonitrile-d3 / 2 × 10-1 M KPF6 showing the
initial 1e‒ reduction step within an OTTLE cell. The corresponding TL-CV is depicted in Figure S2 of the Supporting Information (b)
the electronic absorption of [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+ in the NIR-IR region, with the invariable IR absorption bands removed.

When FTIR spectra were recorded at larger wavenumbers (up to 7000 cm-1), it was noted that the
compound exhibited broad band absorption. (see Figure 4 (b)). This absorption was removed when the
sample was re-oxidized (Figure S3 (b) in the Supporting Information), confirming that these near-IR
bands are features of [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+. By subtracting the vibrational components, the spectroscopic
behavior of the electronic transition is revealed. Absorption maxima occur at 3540, 4320, 5080 and 5750
cm-1 (2820, 2310, 1970 and 1740 nm). The molar absorptivity at 3540 cm-1 is ca. 650 M-1 cm-1. The
presence of these electronic absorption bands was further confirmed by recording the spectra on a nearIR spectrophotometer (Figure 3 (c)) shows this spectrum combined with that obtained by FTIR).
To investigate whether any of the mid- and near-IR spectroscopic features observed for the reduced
species [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+ are produced by TAP•-, the behavior of the free TAP (1,4,5,8-tetraazaphenanthrene) ligand was investigated by spectro-electrochemical methods (UV/vis monitoring of this
reduction process was reported previously38). Figure 5 shows the near-IR and mid-IR absorption spectra
6

obtained. Strikingly the reduced compound shows broad absorption bands (ῦmax = 5720 and 4230 cm1
). The IR absorption spectra also show a very strong band at 716 cm-1 for the reduced species (see
Supporting Information Figure S4). In the mid-IR a broad feature is evident between 1400 and 1500 cm1
. This might arise either from a low-lying electronic transition or possibly it is an overtone of the 716 cm1
feature.

Figure 5. (a) Near-IR and (b) Mid-IR spectra generated by 1e‒ reduction of 3.5×10-2 M 1,4,5,8-tetraazaphenanthrene (TAP)
in acetonitrile-d3 / KPF6 within an OTTLE cell conducted at the first (reversible) cathodic wave. (Note that the radical anion of TAP
shows a weak electronic absorption also in this fingerprint IR region.)

DFT calculations on the vibrational spectra of [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ (1) and [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+.
Simulations of the IR spectra for the [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ and [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+ species were also
attempted using a wide arrange of hybrid and pure density functionals, (see experimental for details and
Figure S5 and Figure S6). The hybrid functional B3LYP performed best in replicating the experimental
spectrum of [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+. As can be seen in Figure 6 (a), the main features in the 1600 – 1200
cm-1 region for [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ are well reproduced.

7

Figure 6. (a) A comparison of the calculated spectrum of [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ (1) in acetonitrile (upper) with the
experimental spectrum (lower); (b) the experimental spectrum of the singly reduced [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+ (see Figure 4) species
(lower) and its simulated spectrum (upper).

The IR absorption spectrum for [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+ in the same range was also simulated (Figure 6 (b)).
Again, B3LYP performed best. While many of the features in the experimental spectrum are reproduced
in the simulation, the agreement was less good than for [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+. Therefore to probe whether
better agreement with experiment might be possible, and guided by recent papers on the excited states of
ruthenium polypyridyls,39-40 we have examined the effect of stretching the Ru‒N bonds, both Ru‒TAP
and Ru‒dppz, looking for additional local minima in the potential energy surface. Such local minima
were located in these calculations and Figure 7 presents the simulated IR spectra for these two valence
bond isomers, dubbed 1st and 2nd minima, formed by stretching the Ru‒dppz and Ru-TAP bonds (see
Supporting Information Table S4 for optimized Ru-N bond distances and spin density maps at these
minima). Most conspicuous is the appearance of structured absorptions in the 1380 to 1430 cm-1 region
in the simulated IR spectra in these local minima for the Ru-dppz species, where a prominent broad feature
is also observed in the experimental spectrum. (However additional bands also appear in the 1430 to 1480
cm-1 region which are absent in the experimental spectrum)

8

Figure 7. A comparison of (a) the experimental IR absorption spectrum of [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+ and the simulated spectrum
calculated using for the first (b) and second local minima (c) located following a Ru to dppz relaxed potential energy scan and the
first (d) and second (e) minima of the relaxed Ru-to-TAP potential energy scan as indicated by the arrows.

It is important to note that the simulated spectra presented here represent the fundamental transitions only.
Experimental spectra will also contain overtone and combination bands. These may be significant
especially in systems with asymmetric charge distribution, resulting in resonance or dipole enhancement
of some fundamental absorptions, with concomitant increases to the associated overtone and combination
bands. For instance, the calculated spectrum of [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+ exhibits an exceptionally strong
dipole-enhanced ring-breathing mode at 830 cm-1. It is possible that an overtone or combination of this
band appears in the 1400 - 1600 cm-1 region. As noted above, a similar strong feature (at 710 cm-1) is
present in the measured spectrum of the singly reduced 1,4,5,8-tetraazaphenanthrene.
In conclusion while these simulations of the IR spectrum of [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+ are not as good as that
found with [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ the major features are well represented by using the B3LYP functional.
In particular, the appearance of a strong band at about 1460 cm-1 in the reduced complex is significant, as
it is the dominant feature in the TRIR spectrum recorded for the complex bound to guanine-containing
oligonucleotides (see later).

DFT calculations on the electronic and vibrational absorption spectra of Ru(TAP)(TAPH)(dppz)] 2+
As indicated in the introduction, it has been proposed on the basis of modest solvent isotope effects that
the photo-induced oxidation of guanine in double-stranded polydGdC might proceed by PCET. This
9

isotope effect was postulated as occurring through concurrent proton transfer from guanine to cytosine
upon oxidation of the G-C base-pair (equation 3).26
An isotope effect is also observed when [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ oxidizes 5′-GMP12 and CIDNP studies with
other [Ru(TAP)2L2+ complexes suggest that this process might proceed by PCET within the solvent cage
resulting in the formation of Ru(TAP)(TAPH)(dppz)]2+ (equation 4).13-16

[Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ + G

→

[Ru(TAP)(TAPH•) (dppz)]2+ + G(-H)•

(4)

We have therefore simulated the IR spectra of various isomers of [Ru(TAP)(TAPH•)(dppz)]2+ formed by
protonation of the coordinated TAP radical anion both at the uncoordinated N-atoms (N1 and N8) and at
C-atoms (C3 and C2). These are shown in Figure 8. The simulated spectra of the N-protonated radicals
(i.e., those proposed to be intermediates in the photo-CIDNP studies of the reaction of [Ru(TAP)2L2+ with
5′-GMP13-14, 16) compare poorly to the measured spectrum of the reduced [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ complex
produced electrochemically, while somewhat better agreement is found where the proton is on the C3
atom (Figure 8(d)).

Figure 8. A comparison of the experimental IR absorption spectrum of (a) the reduced complex [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+ in
acetonitrile and the simulated IR absorption spectra of [Ru(TAP)(TAPH)(dppz)] 2+ protonated at (b) N1 (c) N8 (d) C3 and (e) C2
(see Figure 1 for numbering system).
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Calculation of the electronic excited states of the various [Ru(TAP)(TAPH•)(dppz)]2+ species was also
carried out (Supporting Information Table S5). None of these calculations predict strong near-IR
absorption bands in the region > 1000 nm in contrast to what is experimentally observed (and predicted
by TD-DFT calculations, see Figure 3) for the one-electron reduced species [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+ (Figure 4
(d)). The UV/vis spectra of the reduced species with protons on the N1 and C3 atoms are presented in
the Supporting Information Figure S7

Comparison of spectroelectrochemical data with TA and TRIR data of [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+/guanine
systems
The spectro-electrochemical experiments reported here show that there are characteristic changes in the
UV/vis, near-IR and mid-IR spectra following the one-electron reduction in acetonitrile. Using these
spectra of [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ and [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+ it is possible to generate difference spectra
(Figures 9 (a) and (c)). These spectra can then be directly compared to the TA and TRIR spectra obtained
for photoexcited [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+, which when bound to guanine-containing DNA lead to photooxidation of guanine.25-30 The yield of this photo-induced electron transfer has been shown to depend on
both the enantiomer and the sequence of the DNA.25, 27-30 One of the highest yielding system so far
examined is that of the Λ-enantiomer intercalated in double-stranded d(G5C5).30 The TA and TRIR
spectra of this system after the electron transfer process is complete are shown in Figure 9 (b) and (d).
The principal features of both the TA and TRIR qualitatively reflect well those derived from the spectroelectrochemical (SEC) measurements. In both the TRIR and IR spectra of [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+ the
dominating feature is a band at ca. 1460 cm-1. The latter is not present in the IR spectrum of
[Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+.

Figure 9. (a) Difference UV/vis absorption spectrum of electrochemically reduced species minus
[Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ in acetonitrile-d3 (b) ps-TA spectrum of Ʌ-[Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ (400 µM) in the presence of double-
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stranded d(G5C5) (500 µM duplex) in D2O in 50 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7) recorded 1150 ps after excitation. (The
region around 400 nm has been removed due to pump-laser scatter, reference 30) (c) Difference IR absorption spectrum
of the electrochemically reduced species minus [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ in acetonitrile-d3 (d) ps-TRIR spectrum of Ʌ[Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ (400 µM) in the presence of double-stranded d(G5C5) (500 µM duplex) in D2O in 50 mM phosphate
buffer (pH 7) recorded 1150 ps after excitation. The prominent bleach at 1580 cm-1 is due to a guanine ring vibration,
reference 30.

As noted in the Introduction, it has been reported that the excited state of [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ is efficiently
quenched by 5′-GMP and nanosecond flash photolysis showed the formation of transient species expected
to be [Ru(TAP)(TAPH)(dppz)]2+ and the guanine radical (equation 4).12 Figure 10 (a) shows the TA
spectra of [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ in the presence of 5′-GMP. The excited state difference spectrum
(measured at 1 ns after the laser pulse) shows a strong bleach signal between 390 and 510 nm and a weak
broad absorption band with a maximum at ca. 650 nm. The TA spectra measured at times after the
reaction of the excited state (>500 ns) (see inset) are very weak compared to those observed when the
complex is intercalated into the oligonucleotide and there is no strong bleach signal. This transient
spectrum is in excellent agreement with that reported in the earlier nanosecond flash photolysis
experiments in an argon-saturated solution.12 To further investigate this species TRIR measurements
were carried out (Figure 10(b)). It may be noted that unfortunately the TRIR spectral absorption of the
long-lived species in the 1300-1550 cm-1 region is weak despite averaging, preventing further detailed
analysis. The low yield of the reduced ruthenium product is presumably a consequence of efficient back
electron transfer within the encounter complex.

Figure 10. Transient absorption spectra of [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ (400 µM) in the presence of GMP (10 mM ). (a) ns-TA
spectra recorded in 50 mM Na-phosphate buffer pH 7 in D2O at selected delays from 1 ns to 10 µs after the 355-nm excitation (1
µJ). (Similar results are obtained at pH 5.5) Inset: magnified view of transient region; (b) TRIR spectrum in 50 mM Na-phosphate
buffer pH 5.5 in D2O (λexc = 400 nm, 500 nJ.); red, average of 0.9- and 1.0-ns delay spectra; black, average of 700- and 1000-ns delay
spectra.
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Conclusion
In summary, the excellent reversibility, including a very small peak-to-peak separation in the spectroelectrochemical experiments, suggest that the 1e‒ reduction of [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ in acetonitrile
proceeds by direct electron transfer. Comparison of the UV/visible and IR absorption spectra so obtained
and the TA and TRIR data obtained from the photoredox reaction when [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]2+ is bound to
guanine-containing DNA demonstrated that the latter process results in the formation of
[Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+, probably by the mechanism shown in equation 3. DFT/TD-DFT calculations predict
many of the features for the formation of this species, especially the band at 1460 cm -1 which is a strong
TRIR absorption feature. By contrast, calculations of the mid-IR spectra of various isomers of
[Ru(TAP)(TAPH) (dppz)]2+ do not predict a strong band at ca. 1460 cm-1, suggesting that this species is
not formed in the photosensitized reaction with DNA. This contrasts with the PCET process proposed
for the excited-state reaction with 5′-GMP, which would yield [Ru(TAP)(TAPH)(dppz)]2+, by analogy
with related systems monitored by CIDNP.13-16 Unfortunately, the yield of the escape products is rather
low so the resultant TRIR spectral absorption is very weak and cannot be used to definitively assign the
nature of the reduced ruthenium complex.
A striking feature of the spectro-electrochemical investigation of [Ru(TAP)2(dppz)]+ is the detection of
absorption bands in the near-IR region. This absorption was predicted by the TD-DFT calculations and
appears to be dominantly a LMCT transition involving the reduced TAP ligand. Interestingly, similarly
strong near-IR bands are also detected in the absorption spectrum of the 1,4,5,8-tetraazaphenanthrene
radical anion itself. Similar near-IR absorption bands are not predicted by TD-DFT methods for
protonated [Ru(TAP)(TAPH)(dppz)]2+, so that transient spectroscopy with near-IR monitoring should be
an excellent method for distinguishing the different mechanisms.
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